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 Description  Description 

Large Laundry Basket,75L Each Waterproof, FreestandingLarge Laundry Basket,75L Each Waterproof, Freestanding

Laundry Hamper, Collapsible Tall Clothes Hamper with ExtendedLaundry Hamper, Collapsible Tall Clothes Hamper with Extended

Handles for Clothes Toys in the Dorm and FamilyHandles for Clothes Toys in the Dorm and Family

Perfect organizer for play rooms, allowing for the storage of toys, books, blocks, stuffedPerfect organizer for play rooms, allowing for the storage of toys, books, blocks, stuffed
animals, toys with multiple pieces, train sets, or board games. Great basket for nurseries, withanimals, toys with multiple pieces, train sets, or board games. Great basket for nurseries, with
enough storage space for diapers, children wipes, diaper rash cream, children clothes, burpenough storage space for diapers, children wipes, diaper rash cream, children clothes, burp
rags, teething toys, and lotion. The storage basket can be used in the living room to hold throwrags, teething toys, and lotion. The storage basket can be used in the living room to hold throw
blanket, pillows, and reading materials, as well as in the bathroom for towels, or as a laundryblanket, pillows, and reading materials, as well as in the bathroom for towels, or as a laundry
hamper.hamper.
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Durable materialDurable material

cotton and flax material + PEVA waterproof coatingcotton and flax material + PEVA waterproof coating

Easy to carry and moveEasy to carry and move

The bin include two handles making it portable and easy.The bin include two handles making it portable and easy.laundry basketslaundry baskets are made of are made of
premium cotton and flax material. The interior features PEVA waterproof coating to keeppremium cotton and flax material. The interior features PEVA waterproof coating to keep
clothes dry and make baskets easy to clean. Simply wipe clean with a damp sponge or clothclothes dry and make baskets easy to clean. Simply wipe clean with a damp sponge or cloth

PERFECT STORAGE SOLUTION Space Saver:PERFECT STORAGE SOLUTION Space Saver:

The clothes hamper measures 15.7" x 11.8" x 24.4" (L x W x H) with 75L capacity. ThisThe clothes hamper measures 15.7" x 11.8" x 24.4" (L x W x H) with 75L capacity. This
storage organizer can hold clothes, pillows, baby toys, etc. Perfect choice for college dormsstorage organizer can hold clothes, pillows, baby toys, etc. Perfect choice for college dorms
and family life.and family life.

Intended useIntended use

The laundry hamper has two reinforced long handles, one on each side of the hamper.The laundry hamper has two reinforced long handles, one on each side of the hamper.
Handles are reinforced with durable tight stitching to prevent tearing. The length of handlesHandles are reinforced with durable tight stitching to prevent tearing. The length of handles
allows for easy carrying with one or two hands.allows for easy carrying with one or two hands.

Collapsible Large Canvas Fabric Collapsible Large Canvas Fabric Storage Hamper Laundry BasketStorage Hamper Laundry Basket

The Laundry bin can be easily folded up and stored in a drawer when not in use. Whether onThe Laundry bin can be easily folded up and stored in a drawer when not in use. Whether on
business or travel, you can carry this lightweight hamper in luggage. When you stretch out thebusiness or travel, you can carry this lightweight hamper in luggage. When you stretch out the
clothes basket it stands on its own without assembly. With rigid iron wire rims sewn into the topclothes basket it stands on its own without assembly. With rigid iron wire rims sewn into the top
edges, the storage basket will remain upright during use, even when empty.edges, the storage basket will remain upright during use, even when empty.
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